The emergence of UHD video format induces larger screens and involves a wider stimulated visual angle. Therefore, its effect on visual attention can be questioned since it can impact quality assessment, metrics but also the whole chain of video processing and creation. Moreover, changes in visual attention from different viewing conditions challenge visual attention models. In this paper, we present a comparative study of visual attention and viewing behavior on three video datasets in SD, HD and UHD conditions. Then, we propose and assess an improvement for video visual attention models by applying a stimulated visual angle dependent center model.
INTRODUCTION
Ultra High Definition (UHD) TV standard defines new video technologies as an increased resolution from HD (1920×1080) to 4K (3840×2160) or 8K (7680×4320). Thus, the emergence of UHD potentially provides a better immersion of the user thanks to a wider visual angle with appropriate larger screens [1] . Indeed, International Telecom Union (ITU) defines the optimal viewing distance as the distance at which scanning lines just cannot be perceived with visual acuity of 1'. It is thus set to 6H for SD, 3H for HD and 1.5H for UHD where H is the height of the screen [2] . Figure 1 shows the increase of stimulated visual angle along with a better resolution.
Hence, two questions can be raised:
1. Does stimulated visual angle impact viewing behavior and strategies?
2. How can visual angle be taken into account to improve visual attention prediction?
Recent studies highlight the effect of transition from HD to UHD on visual attention [3, 4, 5] . By comparing visual attention in UHD and HD static images, Nemoto et al. pointed out that viewing strategy and visual attention are significantly different in these two cases: UHD images can grab the focus of attention more than HD images. Moreover, several models of visual saliency were compared in HD and UHD scenarios, showing a reduction of model performance in UHD [4] . However, viewing behavior in video differs from static images, preventing the straightforward use of these observations for dynamic content. To our knowledge, the first UHD video saliency database was published in [5] . These data come with a comparison of viewing behavior in UHD and HD scenarios. It was especially shown that viewer attention was more focused on the center of the screen in HD context. Nevertheless, no statistical analysis was provided and the performance of visual saliency models in UHD videos was not tackled.
In this paper, we propose to evaluate the impact of stimulated visual angle on visual attention deployment in videos and on the robustness of visual attention models. First, we assess visual patterns by comparing gaze data of three eye tracking datasets in SD, HD and UHD conditions. Then, we present and assess an improvement of video visual attention models by applying a visual angle dependent center model.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, we present SD, HD and UHD eye tracking datasets and metrics used in this comparative study.
Description of datasets
The used datasets are IVC SD [6] , SAVAM [7] and a new UHD dataset, IVC UHD. All of these three datasets fulfill the following criteria: public availability, description of the viewing conditions, free-looking approach, no soundtrack, and most importantly, respect of the ITU viewing distance recommendations [8] . Because there is no public SD, HD and UHD eye tracking datasets sharing exactly the same content, we chose datasets with similar content, i.e. professional videos often used for subjective video quality assessment.
IVC SD is an eye tracking dataset of SD videos compressed in good quality with HEVC. Some of the 31 sequences were presented in two versions: with and without transmission errors. We only use the transmission error-free version.
SAVAM is an HD visual attention dataset on high quality video sequences. Some observers viewed the sequences twice in reverse order. In this case, we only use the first viewing to avoid memory effects.
IVC UHD is a new UHD dataset produced in IRCCyN laboratory on 78 reference UHD video sequences including a large variety of scenes. The experimental setup is described in [9] and the 37 publicly available video sequences of these UHD dataset are available at http: //ivc.univ-nantes.fr/.
The detailed description for each dataset is provided in Table 1 . 
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Saliency maps
We directly compute saliency maps on gaze positions rather than fixations as in [10] in order to avoid extraction of pursuit movements in videos. Then, gaze points are convolved with a bidimensional gaussian function with σ = 1°of visual angle as recommended in [11] . It corresponds to a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 2.2°which is approximately the size of the fovea. Saliency maps are computed according to the proposed methodology for each video of each dataset.
Metrics
Dispersion
To evaluate the impact of stimulated visual angle on visual attention, we analyze the dispersion of gaze data through two metrics computed for each video of datasets: the mean and the standard deviation of the distances in degree of visual angle between gaze points and the center of the screen over all sequence video frames. In the following, we denote the mean of distances for one video sequence as d seq and the standard deviation of distances for one video sequence as σ dseq .
Comparison with center models
Center bias is a well know phenomenon in visual attention deployment corresponding to the the tendency to gaze mostly at the center of the visual content. This bias would arise from different causes as motor bias, viewing strategy or video content [10, 12, 13] . To evaluate the distribution of gaze points around the center of the video, we compare the experimental saliency maps with center models thanks to Pearson correlation based measures (Cp) and Kullback-Liebler divergence (KLD) as recommended in [11] . Here, center models correspond to anisotropic 2D gaussian centered in the map. The ratio of the gaussian preserves the ratio of the map. The width is expressed in visual angle degrees and it represents the FWHM of the gaussian. 
IMPACT OF STIMULATED VISUAL ANGLE ON GAZE DATA DISTRIBUTION
In this section we compare and discuss results obtained on the different datasets with the metrics presented in the previous section. We refer to horizontal stimulated visual angle in degree as α.
3.1. Dispersion Fig. 3 . Impact of visual angle on d seq . Figure 4 shows a strong correlation between σ dseq and α. However, a Kruskal-Wallis test exhibits a slight but significant difference on σ dseq /α between IVC SD and SAVAM and between IVC SD and IVC UHD (p<0.01).
Results on dispersion clearly indicate that observers scan a wider visual angle when stimulated visual angle increases. Nevertheless, the fact that the ratio between d seq and α remains constant, suggests that, until a stimulated visual an- Table 2 . Optimal center model. gle up to 60°, observers scan the same proportion of the image, reaching the same salient region. The slight increase of dispersion from SD to HD and UHD can be explained by a higher inter-observer variability due to an extended freedom of scanpath or a methodology bias due to the difference of sequence length through the datasets.
Comparison with center models
From the KLD and the Pearson correlation between center models of different width and saliency maps, we compute the optimal width of the center model for each dataset. It corresponds to the mean of the width that minimizes KLD and the width that maximizes Pearson correlation coefficient Cp. Table 2 shows that optimal width increases along with stimulated visual angle but the ratio between the optimal width and α also remains nearly constant around α/3. These results show a linear rule between optimal center model and stimulated visual angle. It confirms the previous assertion that gaze data distribution in video remains relatively stable between SD, HD and UHD viewing conditions. Moreover, it suggests that central bias is largely due to video content rather than motor bias. The optimal width of the center model, α/3, might reflect the rule of thirds in image and video composition.
IMPROVEMENT OF VISUAL SALIENCY MODELS WITH AN OPTIMAL CENTER MODEL
In this section, we develop a method to make visual saliency models more robust toward viewing conditions, by using the fact that deployment of visual attention is proportional to stimulated visual angle.
Proposed method
Some authors show that modulating visual saliency models with a center model enables to simulate central bias improving model performance [10, 12, 14] . However, the size of center models is rarely motivated. From the results in the previous section, we propose to use viewing conditions and more precisely stimulated visual angle to compute an optimal center model. The FWHM of the gaussian in the optimal center model is set as w opt = α/3. Then we can deduce σ opt as:
To assess the optimality of the proposed center model, we confront the performance of visual saliency models with the original saliency map by computing KLD and Cp as described in Section 2.3.2 for 25 videos of the IVC SD and IVC UHD datasets. More precisely, we compare different center, static and dynamic map fusions from the model proposed in [15] . This computational model is a bottom-up visual attention model. The fusion between static and dynamic maps is based on the maximum of the static map a and the skewness of the dynamic map b [16] .
The modulation of the fusion with center model is conducted in two configurations, whether the center model is applied before or after the static-dynamic fusion. Table 3 . Performance of visual attention models with different center models. C i represents a center model of width i°and X Ci represents the X map modulated with the C i center model. S refers to static map and D to dynamic map. Results marked with * are significantly different from the optimal version of the model (non-parametric test). Table 3 show that the proposed center model is always the best predictor in SD and UHD conditions. Most of the time, it significantly outperforms the other center models. The comparison of the two fusion configurations suggests that it is better to modulate maps with central model before fusion. In this case, this simple adaptation permits to improve model performance of more than 100% in SD and around 50% in UHD. All the models (center, static and fusion) obtained better results in SD than in UHD which is consistent with results of [4] obtained on static images. In this section, we proved that an optimal center model, directly dependent on stimulated visual angle, permits to significantly improve performance of visual saliency models on professional videos. However, other improvements are required to better fit visual attention models to UHD resolution.
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CONCLUSION
In this paper, we assessed the impact of visual angle on visual attention deployment. By comparing results on three eye tracking datasets on SD, HD and UHD videos, we showed that the dispersion of gaze points is directly correlated with stimulated visual angle. Results suggest that visual deployment in the video content remains relatively stable until a stimulated visual angle of about 60°. Moreover, we proved that an optimal center model, with a width equal to one third of stimulated visual angle, is the best predictor of visual saliency on professional videos. These results have been successfully applied to make visual saliency models more robust toward viewing conditions by modulating them with this optimal center model.
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